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Abstract
Therole of emotionsin intelligent behaviourhas often been
discussed:are emotions
an essential part of the human
intelligencemachinery’?Recentresearch on the neurophysiology
of
humanemotionssuggests that humandecision-makingefficiency dependsdeeplyon the emotionsmechanism.
In particular. Ant6nioDam~isio
has proposedthat alternative courses
of action in a decision-making
problemare emotionally(somatic) markedas goodor bad andonly the positive ones are
consideredlor further reasoningand decision purposes.In
this paperan emotion-based
agent architecture supportedon
the Dam,’isio’ssomaticmarkerhypothesisis presented.
Introduction
The way humanbeings use rules with exceptions, handle
exceptions, generalize from instances, realize what is relevant, abstract what is accessory, focus attention into what
is importantfor himseI|; and interact with others, is usually
associated with the conceptof intelligence and has beena research subject in manyscientific communities,particulary in
the Artificial Intelligence (AI) one. The hypothesisthat intelligent behaviourcan be artificially achieved throughlogical reasoning has been pursued by manyresearchers (McCarthy 1979) and simultaneously disputed by others (Brooks
19911. Althoughthere are manyimportant contributions in
this AI research direction, most of the main problems involved whendealing with human-like decision-making have
not been satisfactorily solved. Onthe other hand, the symbolic AI critics arguethat humandaily life requires a level of
flexibility and efficiency that is not usually compatiblewith
pure (logical) reasoning.
Therefore, some researchers have proposed completely
different approaches, for instance the conectionismresearch
field, and others are trying to study somehumanbehaviour
characteristics that maybe used to help a reasoning mech*DARE
stands for (inverse order) "’Emotion-basedRobotic
AgentDevelopment".
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anismto yield more efficient results. The research on the
emotionstopic is an exampleof this perspective.
Recent research findings on the neurophysiology of human emotions suggest that humandecision-making efficiency depends deeply on the emotions machinery. In
particular, the neuroscientist Ant6nio Damtisio (Damfisio
19941claims that alternative coursesof action in a decisionmakingproblem are previously (somatic) markedas good
bad, based on an emotional evaluation, and afterwards only
the positive ones (a smaller set) are used for further reasoning and decision purposes. This constitutes the essence of
the Dam~isio’ssomatic marker hypothesis. It has also been
proposed that emotionsmayestablish a link betweenthe humanreactive systems, which are responsible for instinctive
reactions, and the higher level cognitive systemsresponsible
for reasoning (Ventura &Pinto-Ferreira 1999).
The purpose of our research is to study new methodologies for developing agents based on the Dam’,isio’s hypothesis. An emotion-basedagent is an entity whosebehaviour
is guided by taking into account a rough evaluation of the
goodness or badness of the current stimulus and also an
identification of the stimulus basedon past experiences.
Our workis supported on the processing of external stimuli under a double perspective: a perceptual, immediateone,
whichallows the agent to quickly react to urgent situations,
and a cognitive, elaborate one, which allows the agent to
identify what is happening based on what it already knows
about the world. At the perceptual level, the intbrmation
extracted fromthe stimulusn is simple, basic and easily handled based on a set of built-in characteristics, whichallows
a fast assessmentof the stimulus(is it positive/negative, desirable/avoidable, relevant/irrelevant, urgent/not urgent, and
so on.). At the cognitive level, a morecomplex,rich, divisible, structured and hardly handledinformation2 is extracted
based on visual, audio and other sensors. This representation should be sufficient for a comprehensiveidentification
of the stimulus by the higher level cognitive systems.
Usingthese two sets of information, perceptual and cognitive, the architecture incorporates a markingmechanism
that
i Hereaftercalledperceptualimage.In this context,an imageis
a generalizedrepresentationof informationgot fromall available
sensors(vision,audio,smell,etc.).
-" Hereaftercalledcognitiveimage.

uses the perceptual information of the stimulus to markthe
cognitive images. The "good-or-bad" evaluation performed
at the perceptual level is associated with the cognitive identification of the stimulus. For instance, for a preya cognitive
imageof the predator should be associated with the perceptual informationthat classifies the predator stimulusas bad,
dangerous, avoidable, etc. This marking mechanismis inspired on the somatic marker hypothesis.
It is here proposedthe use of information collected from
the agent’s body (somatic) since it underlines the role
emotions on fast and efficient decision-making processing
and reflects the importanceof the bodyin the overall emotional system. Therefore, the architecture presented here includes an explicit representation of the agent’s bodystate,
its utilization for imagemarkingpurposes, the integration of
built-in information (e.g., homeostaticvector) and the use
of the marking moduleto establish secondary emotions, as
defined by Damdsio(Damdsio1994), and therefore to anticipate action outcomesand desirability.
An emotion-based agent architecture
The proposed architecture for an emotion-basedagent is
composedby four main blocks" (i) stimulus processing and
representation,(ii) stimulusevaluation, (iii) action selection,
and (iv) built-in information. Figure 1 represents the proposed architecture with the main relationship amongblocks
denoted by solid arrows. Dashedarrows represent accessing operations to the agent’s memoryor body state. In a

cisions dependnot only on the current stimulus and internal
state of the agent (body state) but also on the results from
previous decisions (actions).
Double Stimuli Representation
After a stimulus being acquired, an internal perception of
it is created. This internal perceptionis a suitable internal
representation of the stimulus and it will basically depend
on the type of sensory informationavailable (e.g., vision, audio, tactile, smell, etc.). Then,this informationis processed
in order to obtain twodifferent representations of the stimulus: a perceptual image(lp) and a cognitive image(It).
former can be seen as representing a set of relevant features
extracted fromthe stimulus. For instance, for a prey the relevant features of a possible predator can be the size, color,
speed, soundintensity, and smell. The definition of what is
a relevant feature is assumedto be built-in to the agent. This
perceptual, feature-based image, as it is composedby basic
and easily extracted features, allows the agent to efficiently
and immediatelyrespond to urgent situations. For instance,
before identifying a predator as a lion, a prey should be able
to assess that it is a very dangeroussituation and act accordingly.
The cognitive image is a complete and more complexrepresentation of the stimulus. It has all the information extractable from the stimulus and will allow the agent to identify as clear as possible what is being perceivedusing some
higher level cognitive processors (e.g., a pattern matching
system). However,these cognitive processors are not suitable for urgent decision-making,as they mustprocess a large
amountof information being useful only whentime is not an
importantkey factor.
Stimulus Evaluation
Withthe two imagesextracted from the stimulus, the process proceeds through a parallel evaluation of both images.

Figure 1: The ProposedArchitecture.
nut shell, the architecture worksas follows: the environment
provides stimuli to the agent; as a consequenceof a stimulus being processed, the agent decides which action should
be executed; after the execution of the chosenaction, a new
stimulus will be perceived and processed by the agent. During this stimulus-processing-actioniterative process, the de-

Perceptual Evaluation The evaluation of the perceptual
imageconsists in assessing each relevant feature included
in the lp. Fromthis evaluation results the Desirability Vector (DV). In the perceptual evaluation, the DVis the result
of a mappingbetween the desirability of each feature and
the amountof the feature tbund in the stimulus. The information concerning the feature desirability is assumedto
be built-in, and therefore defined whenthe agent is created.
For instance, supposethe relevant features are two colors,
red and green, and the red color is considered "good"by the
agent and the green is considered"bad’’-a. So, considering a
stimulus with green as its prominentcolor, the agent should
consider the stimulus as bad. If the presenceof green is synonymof a dangerous situation from which the agent ought
to escape, it mustchoosean adequateaction (e.g., divert or
run away). The DVresulting from the perceptual evaluation is the mixof all the built-in informationassociated with
the relevant features, makingpossible to determine a rough
overall desirability of the stimulus.
31nthis context,it is assumed
that the conceptsof "good"and
"bad"canhavedifferent degrees.
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Cognitive Evaluation The cognitive evaluation differs
fromthe perceptual in the sense that it uses past experience,
stored in memory.The idea is to retrieve from memorythe
DVassociated with cognitive images similar to the present
stimulus. Recall that a cognitive imageis a stimulus representation including all significant elementsof the stimulus;
a possible exampleof a cognitive representation of a visual
stimulus is the corresponding bitmap. So, two such stimulus can be comparedusing the respective bitmaps and an
adequate pattern matching method.
This process allows the agent to use past experience in
decision making. After obtaining the perceptual and cognitive imagesfor the current stimulus, whenthe evaluation of
the/1, does not reveal urgency, i.e., the resulting DVis not
so imperative that would demandan immediate response, a
cognitive evaluation is performed.It consists in using the lp
as a memory
index4 to search for past obtained cognitive images similar to the present I~. This similarity is measuredusing all the features that tbrm the cognitive images, working
as a pattern matching process. Each Ic in memory,besides
havingan associated Ip, also has the resulting DVfrom past
evaluation. If the agent already has been exposedto similar stimulusin the past, then it will recall its associatedDV,
being this the result of the cognitive evaluation. This means
that the agent associates with the current stimulus the same
desirability that is associated with the stimulus in memory.
If the agent has never been exposedto a similar stimulus,
no similar L. will be found in memory,and therefore no DV
will be retrieved. In this case the cognitive evaluation does
not produce any match and the DVcomingfrom the perceptual evaluation is the one whichwill be used for the rest of
the processing.
BodyState Evaluation In this architecture, the notion of
bodycorrespondsto an internal state of the agent, i.e., a set
of pre-defined variables. The bodystate consists in the values of the state variables at a particular moment(e.g. the
level of nutrients available in the body). Theinternal state
maychangedue to the agent’s actions or by direct influence
of the environment.
The stimulus assessment proceeds to a body state evaluation, given the DVfrom the previous evaluation step and a
built-in tendency of the body’s agent. The innate tendency
defines the set of bodystates consideredideal for the agent.
It includes the definition of the HomeostaticVector (HV)
containing the equilibrium values of the state variables. The
built-in tendency can be oriented towards the maintenance
of those values or the maximization/minimization of some
of them. In other words, this comprises a representation of
the agent’s needs. If the value of the nutrients variable is below the correspondingHVvalue, this suggests that the agent
needs food.
Basedon the DVdeterminedfor the current stimulus, the
body state evaluation consists in an estimation of the possible effects of the alternative coursesof action. This corre4Thepurposeof using perceptualinformationto indexcognitive
imagesin memory
is to reducesearch.It is here hypothesized
that it
is moreprobableto havethe current Ic similar to those in memory
havingthe sameI~, (dominant
features).
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spondsto an anticipation of the possible action outcomesfor
the agent in the future: "will this action help to re-balance
a particular unbalancedbody variable, or will get it even
more unbalanced?". Given this anticipation, the DVpreviously obtained maybe altered, reflecting the desirability of
the stimulus accordingto the agent’s current needs. For instance, if the anticipation approximatesthe bodystate to the
HV,then the desirability associated with the stimulus must
increase.
Consideringexplicitly the bodystate and its influence on
the stimulusevaluation, it allows to introduce someflexibility in the agent’s behaviour. Asthe agent’s decisions depend
on a particular bodystate -- the one existing whenthe agent
is deciding -- it will not respond always in the same manner to a given stimulus. Onthe other hand, the existence of
a bodystate forces the agent to behavewith pro-activeness,
becauseits internal state "drives" its actions, and autonomy,
becauseit does not rely on an external entity to satisfy its
needs.
Decision

Making

After the evaluation process being finished, the desirability of the stimulus is determinedand the agent will select an
adequate action to be executed. In the formerstep of evaluation -- bodystate evaluation -- the effects of all possible
actions were anticipated based on the expected changes in
the bodystate. The action with the best contribution for the
agent’s overall welfare will be selected as the one to be executed next. As interaction with the environmentis essential,
whenbeing created the agent must start with a collection of
basic actions, such as moveforward, turn, run, jump, grab,
drop, and so on. So, it is assumedhere that there is a set of
built-in elementaryactions that the agent can execute. After
the selected action being executed, the changesin the environmentwill generate a newstimulus to be processed.
Using the feedback from the environment the agent may
learn howto composeelementary actions in order to establish new and more effective actions. Also, supposing the
agent is able to perceive that a stimulus is a direct effect
of a previous executed action, it is possible to implement
a simple learning mechanismbased on the anticipation of
the action by comparingit a posteriori with its real consequencess. For instance, supposethat a starving agent finds
in the worldan object that has all the features characterizing
food, which in fact is rotten food. Withouta priori knowledge, the agent will anticipate the positive "effects" of eating
that foodand it will decideto eat it. However,
the real effects
will be very different: the agent’s welfare maydecrease dramatically. In this case, the DVpreviously associated with
the cognitive imageof that particular food will be changed,
either gradually, if the food wasnot so bad, or radically, if it
was dangerousfor agent’s survival. Anycase, next time the
agent sees that special food it will behavedifferently.
~Oneof the mostdifficult problemsrelated withthis learning
issueis to establishingcause-effectrelationships,i.e., to perceive
whichaction or actions, if any, havebeenthe causeof the current stimulus(credit-assignment
problem).Severalideas are being
studiedto further developthis actionlearning.

This kind of learning has been one of the experimentsperformedwith an implementationof this architecture on a predefined world. For the sake of paper length, the implementation, the chosenworldand the results obtainedwill be briefly
presented in the next section.

Implementation
In order to evaluate it, an implementationof the proposed
architecture was performed. Using a simulated mazeenvironment, represented by a grid, experiments were carried
out. The main goal of the implementationtbr this particular environmentwas the agent’s survival while seeking the
mazeexit. Figure 2 showsthe user interface.

Figure 2: The interface of the mazeimplementation.
Whenthe agent reaches a new position in the maze, it
perceives newimages(bitmaps) related with five directions.
The agent can movein the mazein four directions (N, S, E,
W)and whenfood is present (floor direction) the agent
eat it. The agent has two basic needs defined by its body
state, light and energy. The need for energy arises because
every action executed by the agent leads to a reduction of
energy in its body. therefore the agent must seek food in
the maze. Inside the mazethere is light only near the exit.
The need for light will makethe agent search tbr the exit.
The relevant features used in the perceptual processing are
the colors of pixels in the stimulus image. Somecolors are
innately delinccl as undesirable and others are consideredto
be good.
Theagent starts at the top left position in the maze,with a
balanced level of energy and with a very unbalancedlevel of
light. The experimentsperformed in this environmentusing
the proposedarchitecture revealed that the agent is able to
lind the mazeexit (therefore fulfilling its needfor light),
search tbr food and eat it whenits level of energy is below
a threshold, and to identify and learn to avoid eating rotten
food (that reduces energy wheneaten).
Withthese experimentsit was exemplifiedthe learning capability introduced by changingthe DVsin memory,its utilization by the cognitive evaluation, the pursue of needsatisfaction using DVsinformation, and the decision-making
based on the anticipation of action outcomes.

Related work
The discussion concerning the relevance of emotions for
artificial intelligence is not new. In fact, AI researchers
as Aaron Sloman (Sloman & Croucher 1981) and Marvin Minsky(Minsky 1988) have pointed out that a deeper
study of the possible contribution of emotionto intelligence
was needed. Recent publications of psychology (Goleman
1996) and neuroscience research results (Dam~isio 1994;
LeDoux1996) suggest a relationship between emotion and
rational behaviour, which has motivated an AI research increase in this area. The introduction of emotionsas an attempt to improveintelligent systems has been madethrough
different approaches. Someresearchers use emotions (or
its underlying mechanisms)as a part of architectures with
the ultimate goal of developing autonomousagents that can
cope with complex dynamic environments. In this set is
included the Veldsquez work (Vel,4squez 1998a; 1998b),
whodeveloped a pet-robot based on Dam,’isio’s ideas; and
an architecture for emotion-basedagents proposed by Ventura, Pinto-Ferreira and Cust6dio (Ventura &Pinto-Ferreira
1998a; 1998b; Ventura, Cust6dio, &Pinto-Ferreira 1998a;
1998b; Ventura & Pinto-Ferreira 1999). Another architecture (Tabasco) was proposed by Staller and Petta (Staller
& Petta 1998), which is based on psychological theories
of emotions. Other researchers focused their work on
the adaptation aspects of emotions, using it in reinforcement learning (Gadanho & Hallam 1998). There are researchers whodefend that emotion is a side effect of an
intelligent system (Sloman1998), others defend the opposite, i,e., emotionis the basis of emergentintelligent behaviour (Cafiamero 1997). The social role of emotion has
also beenexplored by several researchers using it to improve
societies of intelligent agents (Cafiamero&de Veide1999;
Staller &Petta 1998).

Conclusions
The proposed architecture allowed the implementationof
an autonomousagent, (i) wherethe goal definition results
fromthe agent’s behaviourand needs, i.e., it is not imposed
or pre-defined; (ii) wherethe agent is capable of quickly reacting to environment changes due to the perceptual level
processing; (iii) wherethe agent reveals adaptation capabilities due to the cognitive level processing; and finally (iv)
where the agent is capable of anticipating the outcomesof
its actions, allowing a more informed process of decision
making.
The mechanism of emotions seems to play two main
roles: a decisional, influencing the wayagents assess situations and makedecisions, and a communicational,affecting
the wayagents express their internal state whenconfronted
with their environment.In what concerns the decisional aspect -- the one that is partially coveredby the present evolving architecture -- the relevant issue is to determinewhether
the frameworksuggested by Dam~isio(and interpreted by the
authors) helps in the developmentof morecompetentagents.
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Future Work
This architecture is nowbeing tested in morecomplexand
dynamicenvironments, namely using real robots interacting with semi-structured environments. Moreover,the maze
world is being extended in order to accommodatedifferent
needs, objects and environmentreactions. Furthermore, the
study of the social role of emotionsin a multi-agent system
(e.g., the RoboCupenvironment), the study of non-verbal
reasoning mechanisms
(e.g., pictorial reasoning) and its relation with the emotionprocesses, have been addressed.
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